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We report here the construction of 3-way and 4-way peptide nucleic
acid (PNA) junctions as basic structural units for PNA nanostructuring.
The incorporation of amino acid residues into PNA chains makes PNA
nanostructures with more structural complexity and architectural
flexibility possible, as exemplified by building 3-way PNA junctions
with tunable nanopores. Given that PNA nanostructures have good
thermal and enzymatic stabilities, they are expected to have broad
potential applications in biosensing, drug delivery and bioengineering.

DNA/RNA and peptide/protein molecules possess many unique
physicochemical properties that are selected during the natural
evolution over millions of years.1 They are perfect building
blocks to form sophisticated nanomachineries with a variety of
biological functions in living organisms.2,3 Inspired by nature,
both DNA/RNA and peptide/protein based nanotechnologies
have attracted mounting attention during the past 35 years.4–6
DNA/RNA nanostructures can be designed with arbitrary shapes
and complicated geometries; they were demonstrated to have
great potential for application in molecular computation, macromolecular scaffolding and drug delivery.7,8 While DNA nanostructures from computer-assisted designs could be obtained
with defined shape, size, and stoichiometry,9,10 their stabilities
are highly dependent on buffer conditions;11 more importantly,
their functions and applications are limited compared to those
from proteins. Peptides/proteins can be manipulated to fabricate
diverse nanostructures such as nanotubes, nanovesicles and
nanofibers, and they are widely used in drug release, gene
delivery and tissue engineering.12,13 While it is difficult to design
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peptide/protein nanostructures in a similar precise fashion to
DNA nanostructure designs, peptide/protein nanostructures can
incorporate motifs with intrinsic structural robustness and complexity, architectural flexibility and chemical versatility.14 From
this aspect, an ideal material would take advantage of both DNA
and protein building blocks. Chemically joining DNA and
peptides/proteins together was successful but with many limitations,
and joining DNA and peptides together block-by-block remains a
challenge due to their distinct physicochemical properties.15–17
Using PNAs instead of DNAs might overcome the issue since
both PNA and peptide building blocks are compatible with
standard solid-phase synthesis protocols,18,19 while the desired
features of DNA and peptides are retained in the nanostructures
constructed.
PNA is a synthetic analogue of DNA/RNA, which was first
designed by Nielsen and co-workers in 1991.20 They reported
the replacement of sugar phosphate backbones in DNA/RNA by
neutral N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine units, which possess the same
base-pair recognition properties as those of DNA/RNA and
similar properties characteristic of peptides.19,21 The stability
of PNA double chains is higher than the corresponding DNA/
RNA structures since PNAs are neutral.22 Also, lacking related
proteases or nucleases makes PNAs digestion-resistant in
cells.23 PNAs were used in numerous biological and chemical
applications over the past two decades.24,25
Herein, we designed PNA 4-way (Fig. 1A) and 3-way (Fig. 1B)
junctions (named as P4J and P3J respectively) to demonstrate
the possibility of using PNA to design nanostructures similar to
those from DNA. Junctions could act as rigid and functional
motifs for more complicated 2D and 3D nanostructures;26 both
junctions were studied quite extensively in the literature.26–29
The sequences (Table 1) are designed according to the principles
proposed by Seeman30 and were originally inspired by the DNA
Holliday junction.31 Cavities in DNA 3-way junctions are capable
of accommodating guest molecules;26,28 here we have designed
PNA 3-way junctions with variable sizes of cavities by inserting
one, three or five alanine residues in the middle of the PNA
chains (chains 7–15; they are named P3J1a, P3J3a and P3J5a as
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Fig. 1 Schemes of PNA and PNA–peptide nanostructures for P4J (A), P3J
(B), P3Ja1 (C), P3Ja3 (D) and P3Ja5 (E) are on the left; AFM images of the
P4J (F), P3J (G), P3Ja1 (H), P3Ja3 (I) and P3Ja5 (J) nanostructures are on
the right. Images are shown with a scale bar at of 2 nm. The height cross
section is indicated by the red line.

shown in Fig. 1C–E, respectively). For each chain, one or two
lysine residues were incorporated into the C-terminus or N-terminus
of PNA sequences to increase solubility (Table 1). For chains 5–15,
the N-terminus was capped with 4-pentynoic acid and the
C-terminus was modified with lysine-N3; efficient click reactions
are expected to occur at the vertices of the nanostructures after
correct hybridization.
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PNA and PNA–peptide nanostructures were self-assembled
by thermal annealing. For P3J, P3J1a, P3J3a and P3J5a, each set
of three individual single chains were mixed in 1 : 1 : 1 molar
ratios, while for P4J, a set of four individual single chains
(chains 1–4) were mixed in a 2 : 1 : 1 : 1 molar ratio. The PNA
nanostructures were examined by cation exchange fast protein
liquid chromatography (FPLC) and MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy. FPLC traces (Fig. 2A) showed that there were two peaks
(peaks 1 & 2) from P4J. Observing the mass of chain 1 only in
peak 1 together with the retention time information signifies
that peak 1 corresponds to chain 1, which was in excess within
the reaction mixture; whereas the masses of all four chains
(chains 1–4; Fig. S4, ESI†) that were found in peak 2 indicate the
successful assembly of P4J, which showed higher affinity to the
column compared to the single strand. For P3J, there is one
major peak with a longer retention time compared to the single
strand (Fig. 2B). As a control if only two chains were mixed, the
corresponding assembly showed a slightly shorter retention
time than that of P3J (Fig. 2B). Masses corresponding to all
three chains (chains 4–6) were observed in the major peak of
the P3J sample, while two chains (chains 5 & 6) were found in
the major peak of the control sample (mixtures of chains 5 & 6;
see Fig. S5 (ESI†) for details of mass data used for peak
assignments).
To visualize the self-assembled structures of P4J and P3J,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were acquired. The
images were taken in pure water using the liquid tapping mode.
As shown in Fig. 1F, G and Fig. S6A, B (ESI†), the formations of
the 4-way and 3-way junction structures were clearly distinguishable; we noted the resolutions of the images were not very high
since the objects were fragile and small. Given that the distance
between adjacent bases in PNA is 0.36 nm (the same as in
DNA),32 the calculated length of each arm comprised of 6 bases
is approximately 2.2 nm. The measured average length of each
arm from the AFM images is 2.6  0.2 nm (n = 70, see the ESI†
for more images and measurement details),33 consistent with
the theoretical calculations. The measured height of each
structure is between 1.5 and 2 nm, consistent with the theoretical
width of a PNA double helix.34 From all the evidence, we can
conclude that desired nanostructures with defined size and
shape are successfully constructed from our designed PNA single
chains.
To characterize the PNA–peptide nanostructures (P3Ja1,
P3Ja3 and P3Ja5) after self-assemblies, the hybridized PNA
chains were locked together from the end of each arm using
copper catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) reactions
(see Fig. 1C and E). Then, one could find out which chains are
connected together in the nanostructures by analyzing the
MALDI-TOF mass spectra. Click chemistry was proven to be
an efficient method to identify DNA and DNA–RNA G-quadruplex
structures.35 Compared to FRET and NMR spectroscopy, which
provide only averaged results, snapshots of samples after varying
reaction times and different species trapped by the click
reaction can be purified and analyzed.36 Details of the click
reactions for the three PNA–peptide nanostructures are described
in the ESI.† All products from the reactions were purified by
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PNA sequences are written from the N-terminus to the C-terminus with Z = 4-pentynoic acid, a = alanine, k= lysine and k(N3)= lysine-N3

Nanostructure

Chain number

Sequence of PNA chains

Expected (m/z)

Found (m/z)

P4J (chains 1–4); and P3J (chains 4–6)

Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain
Chain

kkCGTTCACCGTGC–NH2
kkGCACGGACTGGC–NH2
kkCGCTCCTGAACG–NH2
kkGCCAGTGGAGCG–NH2
Z-GCACGGACTGGCk–k(N3)
Z-CGCTCCCCGTGCk–k(N3)

3475.47
3549.49
3484.48
3589.50
3656.51
3543.48

3475.39
3549.55
3484.11
3589.17
3656.63
3543.26

P3Ja1 (chains 7–9)

Chain 7
Chain 8
Chain 9

Z-GCCAGTaGGTGCGk–k(N3)
Z-GCAGCGaACTGGCk–k(N3)
Z-CGCACCaCGCTGCk–k(N3)

3758.64
3727.55
3623.53

3758.81
3727.43
3623.67

P3Ja3 (chains 10–12)

Chain 10
Chain 11
Chain 12

Z-GCCAGTaaaGGTGCGk–k(N3)
Z-GCAGCGaaaACTGGCk–k(N3)
Z-CGCACCaaaCGCTGCk–k(N3)

3900.62
3869.62
3765.60

3900.60
3869.77
3765.51

P3Ja5 (chains 13–15)

Chain 13
Chain 14
Chain 15

Z-GCCAGTaaaaaGGTGCGk–k(N3)
Z-GCAGCGaaaaaACTGGCk–k(N3)
Z-CGCACCaaaaaCGCTGCk–k(N3)

4042.69
4011.70
3907.67

4042.50
4011.63
3907.79

Fig. 2

1
2
3
4
5
6

FPLC profiles of PNA P4J (A) and P3J (B).

HPLC (see Fig. S7, S8A, S9A and S10A, ESI†) and characterized by
MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy (see Fig. S8B–O, S9B–O and S10B–
N, ESI†). MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy (see Tables S1–S3, ESI†)
revealed that there were three click reaction intermediate products
corresponding to three possible reactions between two out of three
different single chains, and no reaction products were observed
between any two of the same sequences. We found products from
reactions among three different single chains, and we observed no
reaction products from three same sequences, or from two same
sequences plus another single chain. If the nanostructures had not
been formed, the probability of a single chain reacting to itself
would be the same as the probability to other chains. However, in
our self-assembled nanostructures, click reactions were observed
between different single chains only, and not between the same
sequences; the data indicate that the nanostructures were formed
by complementary strands hybridized as expected. This is
indeed verified by the control experiment using three random
sequences that were not complementary. We observed click
reaction intermediates between different sequences and between
the same sequences with the same probability. The reaction
efficiency was low and a large amount of single chains remained
unreacted (see the ESI† for details).
The AFM images of the PNA–peptide nanostructures are
shown in Fig. 1H–J and Fig. S6C–E (ESI†). The pores in the
middle of the structure can be clearly observed on the cross
section of the height profile. The theoretical length of each
alanine is about 0.5 nm; thus the sizes of the nanopores for
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P3Ja1, P3Ja3 and P3Ja5 are expected to be about 0.5, 1.5 and
2.5 nm respectively. The measured average sizes of the nanopores for P3Ja1, P3Ja3 and P3Ja5 are 0.6  0.1, 1.6  0.1, and
2.5  0.2 nm, respectively (n = 10, see the ESI† for more images
and calculation details),33 which are consistent with theoretical
sizes. The arm lengths of the PNA–peptide nanostructures are
expected to be the same as that for P3J, whereas the measured
average length of each arm is 2.3  0.3 nm (n = 90).33 The
conclusions from AFM corroborate with those from the click
reactions.
The UV melting curves of all PNA nanostructures were
monitored at 260 nm37 in pure water (see Fig. 3). The Tm values
are calculated as described previously (see Fig. S3A–E, ESI†).38,39
UV measurements showed the PNA and PNA–peptide nanostructures are stable in water at room temperature. The Tm of
P3J is 45.7  0.3 1C; for P4J, a biphasic melting curve was
observed, consistent with a report for the corresponding DNA
Holliday junctions30 that was explained by the fact that there are
more A–T base pairs in the horizontal arms than in the vertical
arms. The melting temperatures from either phase are higher
for the PNA nanostructure than those for the DNA Holliday
junction. With P4J, Tm1 (1st phase) is 30.3  0.5 1C and Tm2 (2nd
phase) is 47.6  0.4 1C; correspondingly, Tm1 = 10.2  0.3 1C and
Tm2 = 30.6  0.5 1C were observed for the DNA Holliday
junction30 with the same sequences. The results show that
PNA nanostructures have higher thermal stability than the

Fig. 3 UV melting curves for PNA (A) and PNA–peptide nanostructures
(B), and the corresponding lines are from fitting.
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corresponding DNA nanostructures. This is expected due to the
neutral backbone in PNAs. It is worthwhile to highlight that one
critical limitation of using DNA to form larger nanostructures,
such as in a DNA origami technique, is the requirement of a
high concentration of bivalent cations to neutralize the
negatively charged phosphate backbone. This limitation could
be overcome easily by using PNAs since the neutral peptide
backbone avoids the charge repulsion among helices. In addition,
the Tm values of P3Ja1, P3Ja3 and P3Ja5 were found to be 43.8 
0.4 1C, 42.2  0.4 1C, and 39.2  0.2 1C, respectively. It is
noteworthy that the elongation of the peptide chains reduces the
stability of the nanostructures. It is understandable since a 12 mer
DNA double helix is expected to be more stable than two 6 mer
DNA double helixes linked by a flexible chain.
In summary, defined nanostructures were constructed from
PNA strands and PNA–peptide hybrid chains. The structures
were characterized by FPLC, MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy
and AFM. UV melting curves reveal that PNA nanostructures
have high thermostability even in pure water, which gives a
significant advantage in comparison to DNA nanostructures.
This indicates that PNAs could be promising substitutes for
DNAs to overcome the stability limitations of DNA nanostructures.
In addition, the peptide backbone allows easy incorporation of
amino acids into PNA nanostructures, which provides attractive
flexibility and expands the structural and functional versatilities
into PNA nanostructures. This has been demonstrated by inserting
amino acids in the middle of the PNA chains to create defined
nanopores with different sizes within the designed 3-way PNA
junction. It is expected that decorations of other functional groups
using further reactions (such as the click chemistry as demonstrated in this study) would be straightforward; as a result,
connecting PNAs further with other materials would provide
PNA nanostructures with other advantages. Therefore, in view
of the powerful DNA-based nanofabrication techniques and
their broad applications in sensing, medicine and photonics,
the development of PNA based nanotechnology would have
more potential benefits and broader applications. The challenge
in preparing larger PNA nanostructures is mainly the large scale
and high throughput synthesis of PNA, which will certainly be
overcome with the development of more efficient PNA synthesis
techniques in the future.
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